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Measuring societal wellbeing

This draws on a number of sources,
particularly the World Health Organisation’s
definition of the health of an individual.
It leads on to the question of whether the
wellbeing of society as a whole is more
than the sum of individual wellbeing.
Clearly, there is some understanding that a
community can have a sense of wellbeing.
Measuring societal wellbeing overall may
then involve both summarising individual
(subjective) wellbeing and assessing
(objective) material and social conditions.
Another way of understanding societal
wellbeing is advocated by the OECD
global project on measuring the progress
of societies.3 There is as yet no widespread
agreement on how best to measure ‘how
a society is doing’. The OECD initiative
also points to an important feature of
the measure: are we seeking to measure
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rate of sustainable growth, and achieve
rising prosperity and a better quality
of life with economic and employment
opportunities for all’.5 The initial national
economic development strategy of the
Welsh Assembly Government highlighted
‘We are … aware that increasing GDP does
not automatically lead to a better quality
of life for our people. The way we develop
is important too’ (WAG 2001). Quality of
life features in all sections of the principles
and priorities for the Scottish Government
(2007).
The UK 2005 sustainable development
strategy, Securing the Future, recognised
that wellbeing is at the heart of sustainable
development. It identified a need to
ensure that wellbeing issues are being
tackled consistently, in the right way and
that government is genuinely making
a difference to people’s lives. The Local
Government Act 2000 had given local
authorities the power to promote social,
economic and environmental wellbeing in
their areas.
There are therefore public needs for
information about wellbeing to make,
implement and evaluate policy. These
have to recognise that much of individual
contentment or societal wellbeing is not
influenced by government, especially after
policy becomes embedded and accepted as
part of the social norm.
Policy needs are accompanied by general
public interest in wellbeing, including on
the effectiveness of government policy.
This is being addressed in other countries
through publications such as the Australian
Bureau of Statistics’ Measures of Australia’s
Progress At a Glance and a new non-profit
American institution, the State of the USA,
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(covering formal satellite accounts
around the National Accounts and
other estimates, such as those based on
sustainable development principles)
n
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but they need to be complemented
with measures of other dimensions of
well-being. How best to integrate these
different measures is an open question.
One approach is to take measures of
economic resources as a starting point
and then introduce a series of corrections
to incorporate other arguments, but
internationally-agreed standards on how
to value these various non-market factors
have yet to be developed. A different
approach is to use various non-monetary
indicators alongside conventional
measures of economic resources: while
still lacking a coherent conceptual and
statistical framework, these indicators
provide information that is relevant for
the assessment of well-being.
Reflecting on what this means for the
UK, two points should be made. First,
while it is generally true that moving from
GDP to net national product (NNP) or
net income does not change the picture
much, it does make a difference for the UK,
which is an exception. UK capital stock is
much lower in relation to GDP than other
comparable countries, reflecting secular
underinvestment. However, in national
accounting terms, this does mean that
depreciation in the UK is proportionately
lower than for other countries. On an NNP
per head basis, the UK therefore appears
higher in the league table than it would on a
GDP comparison basis.
Secondly, given that some satellite
accounts are produced in the UK, one
way forward would be to make greater use
of them, retaining the rigour of national
accounts but with much greater inclusion
of social, environmental and economic
outcomes than would be possible within
national accounts. (The language here
is interesting: it conveys the picture of
subsidiary accounts orbiting the main
National Accounts, whereas if the primary
concern is to measure wellbeing then the
monetary National Accounts may not have
such a central position). The challenge, of
course, is then to design, implement and
update satellite accounts. The Atkinson
Report on measuring government output
and productivity recommended greater
use of satellite accounts, particularly for
the development of human capital through
education, and for health.12

Examples of measuring societal
wellbeing in the UK
In this section, a limited number of
examples from government around the UK
are examined, in each of the categories of
50
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wellbeing measurement beyond GDP listed
above. This is not a comprehensive review
of all work relevant to wellbeing, especially
the many different indicator sets that each
give a view on aspects of wellbeing. It is also
not a guide to sources beyond government,
such as the Economic and Social Research
Council’s British Household Panelumber of
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sustainable consumption and
production
climate change and energy
protecting natural resources and
enhancing the environment, and
creating sustainable communities and a
fairer world

The indicators are updated annually and
presented in a National Statistics booklet.17
Each indicator is assessed against a baseline
position and ‘traffic lights’ are used to signal
whether there is a clear improvement,
little or no change, clear deterioration or
insufficient or no comparable data. In the
2007 publication, there are 93 measures
that are comparable with the position
in 1999. Of these, 50 (over half) showed
improvement, 32 showed little or no
change, and 11 had deteriorated.
With Neighbourhood Statistics (NeSS),
there is a set of 13 community wellbeing/
social environment indicators for each
local authority area, as well as many other
indicators that add to the picture of quality
of life.18 The main policy drivers for NeSS
were initially to better understand patterns
of deprivation and social exclusion, but the
coverage of indicators has increased over
time to present broader pictures of local
areas. The NeSS community wellbeing/
social environment indicators do not appear
to have been much studied or analysed,
either as a set or in combination with other
small area indicators. Taken together with
the Scottish19 and Northern Ireland small
area statistics, there is in effect a UK data set
that could be used as one way of an <41eit pictur 33BT/T1_4 1 Tf9 0 0 9 60.685 367.6 </MCxe8i5 1 Tf9 0 0 9 60.685 355.6539 Tm[ >BDC BT/T1_41612(n)4(e1eeSS co
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